The on-line world is populated by an increasing number of knowledge-rich resources. Furthermore, there is a growing trend among authors to provide semantic markup of these resources. This presents a tantalizing prospect. Perhaps we can leverage the person-years of effort invested in building these knowledge-rich resources to create large-scale knowledge bases. The World Fact Book knowledge base has been an experiment in the construction of a large-scale knowledge base from a source authored using semantic markup. The content of the knowledge base is, in large part, derived from the CIA World Fact Book, and covers a broad range of information about the world's nations. The World Fact Book is a highly structured document with a complex underlying ontology. The structure makes it possible to parse the document in order to carry out the knowledge extraction. However, irregularities of the text written by humans and the complexity of the domain make the knowledge extraction process non-trivial. We describe the process we used to construct the World Fact Book knowledge base, including parsing the source, refining the implicit knowledge, constructing a substantial supporting ontology, and reusing existing ontologies. We also discuss some of the key representational issues addressed and show how the resulting axioms can be used to answer a variety of queries. We hope that the broad accessibility of the resulting knowledge base and its neutral representational format will enable others to work with and extend the content, as well as explore issues of structuring and inferencing in large-scale knowledge bases.
Introduction
The on-line world is being populated by an increasing number of knowledge rich sources including dictionaries, encyclopedias, and documents with specialized information on many domains. Furthermore, there is a growing trend to provide these sources in a highly structured form that includes both syntactic markup, in a language such as the hypertext markup language (HTML), and semantic markup, in a language such as the extensible markup language (XML or SGML). These documents are a critical resource for the construction of the next generation of large scale knowledge bases. They provide the opportunity to leverage many person-years of effort to create useful highquality knowledge bases in a variety of domains. Of course, these documents are not, in themselves, knowledge bases. They use natural language fragments, have many irregularities in their structure, and rely on the reader to provide substantial amounts of background knowledge to interpret their content. We must overcome these barriers in order to exploit this potentially valuable knowledge work. This paper describes an effort to build a very large-scale knowledge base (KB) from a knowledge rich source. The content of the knowledge base derives from the CIA's World Fact Book (WFB), which is a collection of geographical, economic, sociological and other facts about the countries and territories of the world [1] . The version of the WFB that we used is specified using SGML, which makes substantial portions of its content accessible. We have converted and refined the textual content of the WFB into an extensive knowledge base with an underlying formal ontology. The result is a computer-usable very large-scale knowledge base that, besides being an artifact of intrinsic interest, can be used as a testbed for exploring the scalability of reasoning tools and problem solving architectures.
Much of the research in Knowledge Representation and Reasoning has been organized around the solution of small canonical problems such as the Yale shooting problem, the Nixon diamond, cascading bathtubs, and so on. A good canonical problem encapsulates the critical issues that must be addressed in order to solve an important class of real world problems. There are, however, important classes of problems whose answers can only be empirically determined by working with large knowledge bases. For example, we would like to understand how to structure many thousands of classes in order to support efficient inference and human understanding; we want to develop efficient inference methods in the presence of many thousands of irrelevant axioms. Many current knowledge representation systems are effectively incapable of working with knowledge bases of the scale of the WFB KB. We hope that the WFB KB can serve as a substrate upon which these and other empirical questions can be resolved. We think that the use of large-scale knowledge bases such as the WFB KB can help to close the gap between small canonical problems and the real world. Two notable efforts that have developed large scale knowledge bases are the botany knowledge base project [2] and the CYC project [3] . The WFB KB is also an experiment in knowledge reuse. We have reused definitions and axioms from the Ontolingua library [4] , as well as the Upper Level ontology that has been developed within the High Performance Knowledge Base (HPKB) project of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. This reduces the task of designing equivalent representations and increases the likelihood of interoperation with other knowledge bases. Knowledge reuse experiments also provide a foundation for current research on establishing the better ways to structure and combine ontologies.
Architecture
The process of creating the WFB KB consisted of three stages. The first stage was knowledge extraction. During the knowledge extraction stage, knowledge was extracted from the SGML source using a custom parser written specifically for this purpose. The second stage was knowledge refinement. During the knowledge refinement stage, many of the terms identified in the first phase were organized and linked into taxonomies. The third stage was ontology construction. During the ontology construction phase, new classes and axioms were written that expand the definitions introduced during the knowledge refinement stage. The facts extracted during the first stage were also connected by lifting axioms to the ontology. The first stage was largely automatic and consisted of using a parser to transliterate the SGML document into relational sentences in the knowledge interchange format (KIF) [9] . The parser generated two major types of information: sentences expressing the explicit facts from the WFB and terminological information about the constants used in the sentences expressing the facts. For example, a WFB entry might express the explicit fact that "Oil makes up 90% of the exports of Saudi Arabia" and thereby imply the terminological information that "Oil is a trading commodity". The terms described in the terminological information are those that appear in the WFB. No attempt was made in this stage to translate those terms into the terminology of existing ontologies. The parser we used to perform this knowledge extraction also produced files that contained all of the data values from the SGML input file; an exceptions file that contained those irregular entries that could not be parsed; and a "source" file that contained the parsed entries in the following format:
(wfb::source-text <field> <country> [<subfield>] "<data>"), e.g., (wfb::source-text exports haiti partners "US 81%, Europe 12% (1993)" ) The second stage of the knowledge extraction process consisted of producing an ontology for representing the implicit facts and was done by hand. The flat lists of terms of a particular type that the parser had generated (e.g., lists of natural resources and languages) were transformed into taxonomies. We also represented obvious functional connections between terms of different types, e.g., between a natural resource and an industry that exploits it or a language and an ethnic entity that speaks it. We then organized and modularized these taxonomies, and connected the classes and relations in them to the corresponding super-classes and super-relations in the HPKB upper level ontology. Finally, we did the difficult and large task of designing ontologies that could be used to express the WFB facts in standard vocabularies and in a form that enables their effective use by general-purpose reasoners. The third stage of the extraction process consisted of writing new axioms covering the terms introduced during refinement and lifting axioms that transform the KIF sentences produced by the parser in the first stage into sentences expressed in these ontologies. Instead of transforming the parser output into a new format, we decided to keep the KIF files produced by the knowledge extraction process, and connect them to the target OKBC-compliant [6] ontology through lifting axioms. The facts are kept in the format of the parser output. The queries are formulated in the terms of the target frame-language ontology. They are then reformulated into the terms of the facts file through the corresponding lifting axiom. 
Knowledge Extraction
Knowledge extraction from the WFB is possible because it is a highly structured document. The WFB is available in several different forms: as an HTML document, as a text document, as an interactive web service, and in SGML. Of these forms, the SGML provides both the most regular syntactic structure as well as the most semantic markup. Although the SGML version that we used is not the most current (we had access to the 1995 WFB in SGML), its advantages outweighed any disadvantages, so we chose it as the basis for our work. Our primary interest was the task of representing the knowledge in the WFB, rather than assuring the currency and accuracy of the information contained therein. Knowledge extraction from the WFB is possible because it is a highly structured document. The information about countries is organized alphabetically. The facts about each country are structured into fields and, sometimes, subfields. The fields and subfields are almost completely regular, that is all countries have almost identical sets of fields and subfields. To each field (and subfield, if it is present) corresponds a data value, which is a numeric value, a fragment of English text, or a list of data values. Unfortunately, the format is different for almost all fields, so that data values for each field must be parsed in a separate way. Furthermore, the format of data values is often quite irregular even within a given field, and the same type of information about different countries may be presented in different ways. A typical entry in the WFB within the section about Italy can look like this:
<field>Population growth rate</field> <data>0.21%</data>. This is parsed into the KIF formula:
(wfb::population-growth-rate italy (* 0.21 %) ) We tried to extract as much information as we could without involving serious natural language processing techniques. The amount and quality of information therefore depended on the regularity of the format of the correspondent data values in the input document. Those Even those fields that were structured and regular enough to be parsed often were not uniform throughout the input file. If the majority of the data values for a particular field displayed a particular structure, and only several entries were constructed in a different way, these abnormal entries were left unparsed and were redirected in a special "exceptions" file. Many of these records just say that the information is not available. When the information in the data values described an object with a relation to a country (e.g., a city), or a class of such objects (e.g., coal deposits), the parser created a symbolic constant for the object or class. That is, the symbolic constant, as opposed to the string, was used in the corresponding KIF fact and the appropriate taxonomic information was placed in the terms file. Extra attention was necessary to prevent name clashes. For example, the word "textile" appears both as a commodity and as an industry. The method of solving name clashes depended on the context in which the objects appeared. For example, if two countries both had a natural resource called "coal", it was represented by a single constant. When two countries had a city called Santiago, however, two distinct constants were created. Another problem of object creation was the existence of synonyms. Some objects in the WFB are referred to by several distinct names (e.g., US, USA, United States, and United States of America), and others are close semantic neighbors (e.g., wolfram and tungsten). Most of the synonymy relationships cannot be established at the parsing stage. As a consequence, the problem of synonyms and related problems are resolved during the knowledge refinement stage.
In the case that a data value specifies a list of items (e.g, for a nation's industries or natural resources), it may be difficult to decompose the list into its constituents. For example, the value "small deposits of coal and natural gas" means "small deposits of coal" and "small deposits of natural gas", whereas "coal and natural gas" means "coal" and "natural gas". Such problematic cases introduce a single constant, which is decomposed manually during the knowledge refinement stage.
Knowledge Refinement
The raw facts contained in the WFB can be quite useful by themselves, however they also provide an opportunity for reasoning that is much more powerful. The knowledge extraction process produces terms, organized into otherwise unstructured groups. For example, the group of industries includes the terms manufacturing and automobile manufacturing. If a group contains individuals, then the group will correspond to a class in the target ontology (e.g., cities), otherwise it will correspond to a metaclass (e.g., industries). Clearly, if we brought outside knowledge to bear on these term groups, we could define a richer structure that would support stronger inference. While there are thousands of terms in the WFB, the number of terms in each group is much more limited. A typical group will include less than 500 terms. This makes it possible to organize the terms by hand. This is the primary task of knowledge refinement. The knowledge refinement stage, however, involves three subtasks. First, synonyms are eliminated through the use of simple rewrite rules that establish a preferred term in each set of synonyms (e.g.,(preferred-term oil petroleum)). Second, the remaining unique terms are organized into a taxonomy. This allows a system to answer more concrete queries (e.g., "What fossil fuels are there in Saudi Arabia?" as opposed to "What natural resources are there in Saudi Arabia?"). It also allows a system to answer more general queries (e.g., "Are there any fossil fuels in Saudi Arabia?" as opposed to "Is there any petroleum in Saudi Arabia?"). Finally, the list elements that the parser was unable to decompose are manually split.
Taxonomy construction
The parser emits several types of objects for which meaningful taxonomies can be built. They are industries, commodities, natural resources, languages, religions and ethnic groups. The information how to taxonomize these objects is not in the WFB; at this stage we relied exclusively on outside knowledge. Many of the classes in the WFB are non-primitive. That is, they are defined by sufficient conditions. The obvious reason for that is that these classes were originally introduced by people, they are not "natural" classes. When the authors of the WFB associated these classes with countries, they based their decisions on some implicit criteria. For example, the ground for the statement that India's industrial sectors include machinery production is probably that there are a significant number of businesses in India that can be described as producing machinery. These rules are sufficient conditions of membership in the class of machinery-production businesses. Therefore, the machinery industrial sector, viewed as a class of businesses, is a non-primitive class. Many of the classes in the WFB can be naturally organized into taxonomies according to multiple attributes. Oil resources, for example, can be classified into offshore and inland deposits, according to the size and significance of deposit, or how fully they have been exploited. One solution is to classify objects along several orthogonal dimensions, introduce classes for each such dimension, and then subclass each WFB class from the appropriate dimensions. For example, the WFB class "small unexploited deposits of iron" is a subclass of iron deposits, of low-abundance natural resources, and of unexploited natural resources. Another way to accomplish this would be to introduce attributes for these dimensions. For example, we could introduce the attributes Abundance-Of-Natural-Resource and Is-Exploited, and assign "small unexploited deposits of iron" the values Low-Abundancy and False correspondingly. Note that the two approaches can be made semantically equivalent by introducing axioms such as: (<=> (low-abundance-natural-resource ?x) (abundance-of-natural-resource ?x low-abundance))
Ontology development goals and criteria
Taking into account that taxonomies of these types of objects can have their own values, we decided to distinguish between two separate tasks: taxonomizing the terms in the WFB, and building a useful ontology of, say, natural resources. The goal was to do both. However, many of the terms in the WFB are not useful enough to be present in a general-purpose ontology. Some of them are direct intersections of other classes ("small deposits of coal"), and some terms are just too bizarre ("two small steel rolling mills" as an industrial sector of Saudi Arabia). To achieve both goals, the result of this stage of knowledge base building was subdivided into two smaller subontologies for all taxonomies constructed. The terms that were present in the WFB, but had no particular value as classes in a generalpurpose ontology were exiled to one of the subontologies. Each of these terms is either an alias for a term in the main ontology, or a subclass that was considered too narrow to be retained (e.g. "Coastal-Climate-And-Soils-AllowFor-Important-Tea-And-Citrus-Growth" was abstracted to "fertile soil").
If the reasoner that is using the WFB has an effective means to deal with equalities, then the simplest solution is to assert such redundant terms equal to their more useful synonyms. However, with our reasoning tools we used simple rewrite rules: before importing the knowledge base into the theorem prover the facts file undergoes a separate parsing step when the unwanted synonyms are replaced with appropriate preferred terms, Some terms have a particular relation to terms in some different WFB taxonomy, for example the hydropower potential as a natural resource is used by energy industry, and the refined product of bauxites is aluminum. We tried to capture these connections.
Criteria for introducing new terms
Sometimes several classes present in the WFB have an evident common superclass that fits nicely in the general taxonomy, but does not occur explicitly in the original document. In these cases, we introduced the missing class. An example is fossil fuels as a class of natural resources, with subclasses: petroleum, coal, natural gas and shale oil.
Ontology Construction
The base representation used by the WFB, and retained by the parser is not always ontologically well motivated, well suited for automated inference, or compatible with existing ontologies, such as the HPKB Upper Level ontology or the ontologies found in the Ontolingua ontology library [4] . For this reason, we shift the representation used in the WFB into one that is compatible with existing ontologies and is well suited for inference. It would be possible to effect this shift within the parser itself. We chose, however, not to burden the parser with the task of reformulating the semantic representation. Instead, we use lifting axioms, which lift the facts from the base representation into our target ontology. The target representation is strongly object oriented and includes definitions from the HPKB Upper Level ontology as well as from the Ontolingua ontology library. The use of lifting axioms to shift representations is common in knowledge rich approaches to information integration. Consider the following typical simple lifting axiom: (=> (and (wfb::area ?georef total-area (* ?n sq-km)) (number ?n)) (has-total-area ?georef (* ?n square-kilometer))) There are three important properties of this axiom. First, it shifts from a relational model in which area is a three place predicate, to an object model. Second, the predicate vocabulary in the base facts is distinct from the predicate vocabulary used elsewhere in the knowledge base. Predicates used in the base facts are prefixed with "wfb::". Third, the object vocabulary is actually retained during the representation shift. In this case the ?georef object will be present in both the base and target vocabularies. Finally, the axiom uses a representation of quantities and units from the Standard-Units ontology [8] from the Ontolingua library. In this ontology, mathematical operations, such as multiplication, are polymorphically extended to apply to units which have dimensionality, as well as numbers. Thus, (* 3 meter) is distinct from (* 3 liter), but identical to (* 0.003 kilometer). An additional function, magnitude, may be applied to a quantity and a unit to compute the numeric magnitude of that quantity given the unit.
The following lifting axiom is somewhat more complex (=> (and (wfb::age-structure-by-sex ?georef 0-14-years female ?number) (number ?number) (population ?georef ?pop)) (exists ?af (and (fraction-of-country-population ?af) (fraction-of ?af ?pop) (fraction-defining-set ?af age-0-14) (fraction-defining-set ?af female-person) (:cardinality fraction-defining-set ?af 2) (set-cardinality ?af ?number)))) The WFB decomposes populations by both age and gender. This axiom lifts the base predicate wfb::age-structureby-sex into the object oriented model used in the target ontology. In order to accomplish this, it must introduce a new object, ?af, that represents the subset of the population of a country. The fraction vocabulary introduced in Section 5.2 is used for this purpose. The classes and relations in the WFB ontology are hooked up to the HPKB Upper-Level Ontology. This is a fairly large ontology (on the order of 2000 classes and 800 relations). It is used as a common representation within the High Performance Knowledge Base project. Only a small part of the Upper Level ontology was used in the WFB KB (on the order of 20 terms out of more than 3000). This is not altogether unexpected, because the Upper Level ontology covers a much broader range than the WFB. Consequently, most of its classes and relations were irrelevant for our purposes. The other ontology that we used was the KSL Standard-Units ontology for the representation of the physical quantities and units of measure [8] .
Representation issues

Time
The representation of time in the WFB KB is a topic deserving careful attention. The WFB itself is temporal in nature. A new release of the WFB is made each year. In addition to changes in format, one anticipates changes in the values of many of the fields. For example, the GDP, population, birth rate, and many of the quantitative measures change on an annual basis. Other facts may also change on a regular, but less frequent, basis. For example, the membership of the UN Security Council changes every two years (except for the six permanent members). Other facts change irregularly and with less frequency. For example, the flag of the United States changes when new states are added. Still others change with even less frequency. For example, Greece has bordered on the Mediterranean Sea, and Egypt has produced textiles since ancient times.
There are several options for representing the temporal aspects of the WFB KB contents. The simplest is to assume that the facts in the KB hold over the year with which the WFB associated and to explicitly assert that each fact holds during that year. For example, every fact in the 1995 WFB might be asserted to hold throughout the year 1995. Even this simple approach admits to several possible realizations, such as (holds-in 1995 (capital-of France Paris)) using a modal operator holds-in, or (capital-of 1995 France Paris) using an explicit temporal argument to each predicate. These temporal assertions, of course, require an accompanying set of axioms to relate the truth of a proposition over the year to its truth during the year. One could, for example, state that each predicate holds densely throughout the time interval:
(=> (and (capital-of ?t1 ?x ?y) (subinterval-of ?t1 ?t2)) (capital-of ?t2 ?x ?y))
Although this sort of axiom holds for the relation capital-of, it does not, in general, hold for many of the predicates within the WFB.
• Many predicates apply to an entire year as an aggregate. For example, the GDP of Japan during 1995 is not the same as its GDP during the month of July. Other measures, such as birth rate use mid-year estimates to compute a full-year measure, and are not meaningfully applied to any interval other than the full year.
• Some values are not measured annually. For such predicates, the value listed in the WFB may actually be the value for a previous year. The old value is retained because it is the best available. For example, the budget figures for Austria are stamped with year 1993.
• Other values are computed based on estimates from previous years. GDP growth, for example, is the difference between the GDP for the current year and GDP for the previous year.
Thus, it is simply not correct to associate each fact with the temporal interval associated with a particular edition of the WFB. It is more correct to observe that each fact is true in the context of a particular edition. We can make this notion of context explicit by using a context logic and asserting each fact within a context associated with a specific edition of the WFB. For example: (is-true (wfb 1995) (capital-of France Paris)). In the case that all of the facts are true in a single context and there are no assertions explicitly relating different contexts within the WFB, the context assertion can effectively be elided. This is the choice that has been made in Version 0.8 of the WFB KB. Another motivation for this choice is that for many problem-solving scenarios, the time interval under consideration is much smaller than a year. In such scenarios, it is desirable to treat the content of the WFB KB as fixed or atemporal. It is primarily for problem solving scenarios in which the temporal interval under consideration spans multiple years that the explicit representation of time is valuable.
The next step in the WFB KB development, however, is to make the contextual and temporal properties of each predicate explicit. By combining the contextual information with properties at the level of predicates, we intend to support a reformulation process in which the WFB KB contents can be rewritten using either modal operators, explicit temporal arguments and axioms, or atemporally as in Version 0.8.
Sets and Quantities
When we examine the information in the WFB, we observe that many of the data values measure properties of sets of objects associated with a country (e.g., the number of airports). Furthermore, many of these sets are partitioned into subsets. Sometimes there are several partitions according to different criteria. For example, the airports are partitioned into paved and unpaved, as well as into three classes according to the runway length. Another example is a country's exports, which are partitioned into classes based on commodities, as well as classes based on the partner country.
Representing the relationships between objects, the sets associated with these objects, and the properties of these sets is critical in the WFB. Cardinality is one example of a property associated with some of these sets. We can identify a class of such measures, most of which are additive. The general case seems to be when there is some set associated with the country. The set has some additive quantity related to it, which we call the additive set function. In the general case it is a weighted sum over the set's elements. For example, for population statistics, the weights are all equal to one and the additive set function is the cardinality of the set, i.e. the number of people in the country. For a country's exports, the additive set function is the total dollar amount of sale. If the export is viewed as a set of business transactions, then the weight of an element will be the dollar amount of a particular transaction.
These sets often have subsets, which we call fractions. They are characterized either by the absolute value of the additive set function, as in (wfb::age-structure-by-sex japan 0-14-years female 9955603 ) or by the relative value, i.e. the ratio of the additive set function for the fraction to the value of the additive set function for the superset:
(wfb::exports jamaica partners norway (* 7 %) ) Given the set function for the superset, we can easily translate between the absolute and relative measures. For example, given the total export amount of Jamaica, we can compute the dollar amount of its export into Norway; given the population of Japan, we can compute the percentage of females less than 15 years of age. A fraction of a set is a non-primitive class. For example, the definition of the fraction "percent of Japanese people that are male and over 65", provides necessary and sufficient conditions for membership. Each fraction is defined by three characteristics: (1) the superset (e.g., Japanese people); (2) the set of conditions selecting this fraction (e.g., male and over 65); (3) the additive set function (e.g., cardinality).
Fractions differ from other non-primitive classes in that the sufficient conditions can be divided into two groups. One group of conditions forms the superset. In our example, these are the conditions of being a person and being Japanese. These conditions apply to every fractions of this superset. The other group is associated with this particular fraction. In our example, there are two such conditions: being male and having age over 65. In our representation, the class fraction-of-set has the following slots:
• Fraction-Of, which relates the fraction to the superset. In our example, its value would be the population of Japan (as a set of people, not as a figure).
• Fraction-Defining-Set. Each value of this slot is a class that defines the membership condition for the fraction.
In our example, it would have two values: Male-Person and Age-Group-Over-65.
• Fraction-Magnitude. This is the ratio of the additive set function for the fraction to the value of additive set function for the superset. For the fraction of Jamaica's export bound to Norway, it would be 0.07.
• Fraction-By. This relates the fraction to the additive set function. For population fractions, the value for this slot would be Set-Cardinality. This effectively defines the weights for the set's elements. Note that not every fraction of Japanese people with the condition 'male' is equivalent to the fraction 'male Japanese people' (for example, the fraction 'male Japanese people over 65'). To specify exactly which fraction one is talking about, one might have to make sure there are no more fraction-defining conditions, for example by specifying explicitly the cardinality for the slot Fraction-Defining-Set. Several different fractions can be associated with a single set of objects if their additive set functions are different. For example, the fraction of the earth's surface that is dry land constitutes only one seventh of the total if we take area as the additive set function. However, if we use population (i.e. number of people living in the region), the share of dry land will be close to 100%.When the partition is exhaustive, there are strict mathematical relations between the additive set function of the whole superset and the set functions of the fractions. The set function of the whole is the sum of the fractions' set functions. The set function of a fraction can be further decomposed as a sum of the set functions for subfractions. For example, the number of males in Japan (which is not explicitly specified in the WFB) can be computed as a sum of the number of males aged 14 and under, males aged 15 to 64 and males aged 65 and over. If the partition is not exhaustive, somewhat weaker relations exist between the set function of the superset and the set functions of the fractions. The set function of an additive fraction A is less than the value of the set function of the whole minus the sum of set functions for any mutually disjoint fractions that are also disjoint from fraction A. Even if there is no numerical information about fractions at all, we can still conclude that the sum of their set functions is no greater than that of the whole.
Levels of abstraction for sets
For obvious computational reasons, sets should be treated in different ways based on the order of magnitude of their cardinalities. For example, we might answer a query about the set of continents by enumerating its elements and proving something for each of them. However, this should be avoided for the set representing the population of China. For a small set, we may want to enumerate its members in order to draw inferences about the set as a whole; we may also be interested in properties of the individual members. In the WFB, the international organizations are examples of small sets (e.g., OPEC). For a large set, we do not want to derive the properties of the whole from the information about individual members, but prefer to work directly with its aggregate properties such as cardinality and other additive functions; we are unlikely to be interested in the properties of individual members. Many sets in the WFB are of this nature, including population groups and country exports/imports. It is also possible to reason similarly with infinite sets. For example, a geographical region can be viewed as an infinite set of infinitesimal regions. The cardinality of an infinite set is not very useful. We can, however, use a quantity that is related to cardinality, such as area. By using this abstraction, we can apply the aggregation and fraction rules to infinite sets like geographical regions to enable a wide range of inferences. For example, if the provinces of a country form an exhaustive geographic partition, the expected equations for areas, populations, consumption, and so on, will follow.
Using the World Fact Book Knowledge Base
The utility of the knowledge in the WFB KB lies in the inferences that can be drawn from it. The knowledge as described in this paper, however, is a represented as a large set of axioms and, as such, does not directly provide any inference capabilities. Because the axioms are written in the neutral KIF format, which is also supported by OKBC, it is possible to load the content of the WFB KB into a wide range of knowledge representation systems. There are, of course, two properties of the WFB KB that reduce the number of representation systems that can work with it: the large number of axioms, and the presence of non-Horn axioms. We have worked with the KB using the ATP theorem prover at KSL. ATP is a model elimination theorem prover with efficient indices designed for dealing with large numbers of ground facts, such as are found in the WFB KB. In this section we discuss a small number of queries that can be answered from the WFB KB using ATP. The taxonomic knowledge that augments the basic facts in the WFB KB substantially broadens the range of queries that can be answered. The WFB indicates that natural resources of Martinique include sandy beaches and coastal scenery. Using the additional taxonomic knowledge that sandy beaches and coastal scenery are tourist attractions, ATP can answer the query "Are there any tourist attractions in Martinique?". This query may be expressed in KIF as: (and (tourist-attraction ?a) (has-natural-resource martinique ?a)) The WFB KB exploits a small number of terms defined in the HPKB Upper Level ontology, which includes a hierarchy of relations as well as classes. One elegant consequence of using a relation hierarchy is that it is possible to associate properties, such as transitivity, with very general relations. It is also possible to ask very general queries that span across many relations. For example, asking for the geographical-sub-regions of a country will include its provinces, cities, ports, roads, airports, and so on. Another general relation from the Upper Level ontology is namestring, which associates an object with a string names it. The query asking for the names of geographical-subregions of Iraq may be expressed as: (and (geographical-sub-regions wfb::iraq ?x) (name-string ?x ?p)) Much of the information in the WFB is about sets of objects. Often the sets that are directly described, however, are not the ones of primary interest. For example, there is direct information about the males in a country aged 15 to 64, but no direct information about the total number of males. This information can be inferred, however, using the axioms about fractions, as discussed above. The query asking for the number of males in Japan may be expressed as:
(and (:pretty-name ?j "Japan") (population ?j ?pop) (fraction-of ?males ?pop) (fraction-defining-set ?males male-person) (:cardinality fraction-defining-set ?males 1)) (set-cardinality ?males ?n)) The names preceded by colons (:pretty-name, :cardinality) are those that are defined in the OKBC ontology. The :cardinality condition states that there may only be 1 possible value for the relation fraction-defining-set when applied to the set ?males.
The base facts can be combined with concepts in the WFB ontology and the Upper Level ontology to construct interesting queries. The query asking for the neighbor of the United States with the weakest economy may be expressed as: (and (border-between-fn united-states ?x ?b1) (has-national-product ?x (* ?x-np us-dollar)) (forall ?y (=> (and (border-between-fn united-states ?y ?b2) (has-national-product ?y (* ?y-np us-dollar))) (>= ?y-bucks ?x-bucks)))) The base information in the WFB is about the length of each shared border. (wfb::borders united-states canada (* 8893 km)) A lifting axiom using a restricted existential quantification introduces a distinct object for each border segment.
(=> (and (wfb::borders ?georef1 ?georef2 (* ?n km)) (georef ?georef2)(number ?n)) (exists ?border (and (border-between-fn ?georef1 ?georef2 ?border) (length-of-object ?border (* ?n kilometer)) (has-border ?georef1 ?border)))) Several of the relations referenced in this axiom are defined in the Upper Level ontology (number, border-betweenfn, length-of-object), or the Units and Measures ontology (kilometer, *). The remainder are defined in the WFB KB. These examples barely scratch the body of possible queries to the KB, but we hope that they have illustrated the use of taxonomic information, the reuse of knowledge from the included ontologies, and the use of lifting axioms to reformulate the base facts.
Conclusion
The presence of structured knowledge-rich sources brings the possibility of building large-scale knowledge bases within reach. While we can leverage the person-years of effort that has gone into encoding and collecting such knowledge, the task of turning a knowledge rich source into a knowledge base remains substantial. We have described a case study in which the World Fact Book was transformed into a large-scale knowledge base. In order to accomplish this transformation, we developed a parser that extracted base facts from the source; developed an ontology that reflects the concepts, relations, and contents of the World Fact Book; developed lifting axioms that shifted the representation from that of the source into the ontology; and linked the ontology to existing representations such as the HPKB Upper Level ontology and the Ontolingua Units and Dimensions ontology. The resulting KB is stored in a neutral format so that it can be used by a number of existing representation systems. We have also discussed several representational issues that arose during the construction of the KB, including the temporal character of information in the World Fact Book, and the representation of sets and their properties. We hope that the World Fact Book Knowledge Base will prove to be a useful knowledge resource, will provide a substrate to gain new insights into the structure of large-scale knowledge bases, and will help to guide the construction of inference tools capable of handling large numbers of facts, classes, and axioms.
Appendix. The Distributed Knowledge Base
The knowledge base is distributed in several files, which are either in KIF format, or OKBC format. This appendix summarizes their content.
Name:wfb-facts.okbc
Description:
The file containing the basic facts from the WFB. Facts are ordered as they were in the source file. Each fact is specified on a single line as a ground formula followed by a comment specifying the corresponding source line number. Example: (wfb::age-structure afghanistan 0-14-years (* 42 %) ) Size: 5.2 MB, approx. 64000 facts. Name: wfb-knowledge.okbc
